Introduction
Let U be a manifold of dimension n and let 7(M) be the algebra of all differentiable functions on M. We denote by the 14)-module of the tensor fields of type (r,s). 10 In particular, for T^(IH), resp. we shall use also the notation X(M), resp. A 1 (M). By 5 e we shall denote the Kronecker tensor. If T e J^(M), then we denote by c]?T t) q the tensor field -contracted of the tensor field T.
Let £> e TgiM). If one defines the product of two vector fields X,Y £ I(M) by the formula» X o y = D(X,Y) then the 7(M)-module 3E(M) becomes an algebra over ?(M) [&] . This algebra is called the associated algebra to D and it will be denoted by U(M,D). K e m a r k 2. Let V and V be two symmetric connections on M. All the elements of ll(M, V-V) are co-special fields iff every submanifold of M has the same second fundamental form with respect to V as it does with respect to V. Proposition 2.5. Let X e ll(M,D) be an u-special field. Then X is a proper iield in the algebra tl(M,D) its proper value being the function 2u(X).
Proof. X is on w-special field so relation (2.1) takes place for every Y e X(M). In particular, for Y = X, from (2.1) we obtain D(X,X) = 2u(X)X which shows that X is a proper field in the algebra U(M,D)
[4], it6 proper value being the function 2co(X). Proposition 2.6. The set of the to-special fields in the algebra U(M,D) is an 7(M)-submodule of the module 3£(M).
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Proof.
It is easy to see that for every X,Ye SW(M) and for every f e J(M) we have X+Y e SU(M) and f.X e SU(M). Definition 2.7. Let X be an element of the set SW(M). If the field X does not vanish over U then X is called «-special direction field. The trajectories of an to-special direction field are called co-special curves. Observation 2.8. Let Djk, ^ and X 1 " be the components of D, respectively <o and X in a system of locally coordinates. Then we rewrite relation (2.1) like that:
and by this we obtain the differential equations of the <o-special curves
3. Special fields on Lie .groups Let G be a Lie group and L(G) its Lie algebra and let {B1fS2,...,Bn} be a basis in L(G). We consider the linear con- We consider the following deformation tensor fields
By (3.1) and (3.2), it follows: (ii) X is a | w-special field in the algebra ll(G,D); (iii) X is a -\ «-special field in the algebra U(G,D).
Straightforward verification by using (3.3) and (2.1). Proposition 3.2. Let us assume that the Lie group G is convex and let be w= C^D. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) All the elements of the algebra U(G,D) are u-special fields;
(ii) The algebra L(G) is abelian;
Iiii) The Lie group G is abelian; (iv) The left-invariant vector fields are coincident with the rj,ght-invariant vector fields;
(v) The adjoint representation of the Lie group is trivial:
(vi) The adjoint representation of the Lie algebra L(G) is trivial ad X = 0, for Xe L(G).
Proof. (i) => (ii).
All the elements of the algebra U(G,D) are cj-speoial fields, so it turns out that
In particular, from (3.4) we obtain (
-668 -4. co-special fields on hypersurfaces Let M be a hypersurface in the Euclidean space E n+1 . Let g, b and h be the first, the second and respectively the third fundamental form of M. We assume that b is nondegenerated. Let 7(1), V(II) and 7(111) be the linear conncections associated to g, b and respectively h, and let be D « 7(1) -
The following formulas are well-known [4] : We multiply relation (4.5) by b^ and we addj also we obtain (n-1)cjj = 0.
Ve have = 0 because n ^ 2. Using this and relation (4.1') and (4.2') we obtain finally (iv). 
1) is verified by every field X e 3E(M). (iv) <=> (v) <=> (vi)<=> (vii). One should use [^(Theorem D).

A property of Riamano two-dimensional spaces
Let (X.,g) be a Hiemann space of dimension two with the property that Ricci's tensor S is nondegenerated and let V and 7 be the linear connections associated to g, respectively S.
For every X,Y e 3E(vM) we have relation We have n = 2 and that implies the existence of a function 9 e ï(vM) so that Let D = 7 -7, where V and 7 the linear symmetric connections associated to g and respectively to S are and let co e A 1 (H).' If all the elements of the algebra U(M,D) are to-special fields, then (<M,g) is a space with constant curvature (which is not zero).
Proof. Because all the elements of the algebra U(«M,D) are co-special fields, we have The following assertions are equivalent: (i) All the elements of the algebra U(iM,D) are to-special fields.
(ii) pl,g) is a space with constant nonzero curvature. Proof.
(i) => (ii). This implication results by using Theorem 5.1.
(1) From 9 • const It oomes out X(ln(f>)) = 0 for X e 3L(Ji) and considering (5*4) we obtain D = 0 and so U: c]d : 0. It follows that ever; element of the algebra U(vR,P) verifies relation (2.1).
6. Prolongation of (¿-special veotor fields to bundles of infinity near points In this section we study the lift of the w-speoial fields A to bundle of infinitely near points M associated to the variety M and to the local algebra A in the sense of A. Weil [7] and A. Morimoto [3] . Definition 6.1. An associative and commutative algebra over the field of the real numbers IR v with unit (denoted by 1), of finite dimension over IR and admitting a unique maximal ideal m, so that A/m is one-dimensional over IR and = (0) for some nonnegative integer h, is called a local algebra.
Identifying 
